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Title word cross-reference

.absolute [AEH77, AF77, AFK79, BR77, BC77, Gen77, KG77, NW77, RC77].
.adding [HSB79]. algorithm [AF77, AFK79, NW77]. Algorithms
[BR77, Gun79, Mil78]. alternatives [FS79]. analyses [Mil78]. analysis
[BOJ78, GHJ77, GS76, Kle77, LH77, Nag76]. Analytical [GA79]. any
barrier [Win76], barrier-function [Win76]. based [Sub79, Wil78], Bayes [Bro78]. Benard [BM76]. beta [Joh77]. between [Nag79], bias [CP76]. biased [CH78, Gun79]. bivariate [GS78, Smi76]. block [Ode77c]. Board [Ano77a, Ano77b, Ano77c, Ano77d, Ano78a, Ano78b, Ano78c, Ano78d, Ano79a, Ano79b, Ano79c, Ano79d]. bound [Pre77].


discrete [DBW76, GHJ+77]. Distribution [Her79, Bad76, CP76, DH79, DB77, GBE78, Gup76, LCO79, MC76a, MC76b, Nag76, Ode77a, Ode77b, OJ77, OH77, RC77, Ury77, WP77]. distributions [DBW76, FW78, Ode77c, PKK77, PJB79, SRMS79, TW78, Woo77]. diversity [HSB79]. double [GBE78]. doubly [MC76b]. duality [And77]. dummy [AF77].


hazard [GA79]. homogeneity [GWM79, KGC79].


Johnson [Win78].

large [Gol78]. largest [CTW78]. layout [Ode77a, Ode77b]. Least [BC77, Gen77, AEH77, AF77, BR77, DW78, KG77, RC77]. length [FW78]. likelihood [CP76, Siv78, Sun76]. limits [OH77], line [CH78]. linear [AS78, An77, AF77, BC77, GHJ77, Pai78, PKK77, Pre77], lines [Smi79]. locally [Mon78]. location [Siv78]. lognormal [Win76].

midpoint [SD77]. Minicom munications [Goo76, GSJ76, GSK76]. minimization [BC77].
minimum [NW77, Woo77]. Mises [FW78]. model [AEH77, AF77, DH79].
modeling [GKI78]. models [Paiz78, Win76, WG78]. moment [DB77].
mortality [GA79]. Moving [Win76]. multiple [Kle77, LH78, Lor79]. multivariate [Joh77, Mon78, TW78].
note [Gue79, Mon78]. Numerically [Pai78].
own [BTT78, Bro78, Mon78, NMC78, Wei78]. Optimization [Rus78, Vis78].
optimum [Gol78, Siv78]. order [DS77, Nag79, PKK77]. oriented [KGS77].
observation [Siv78]. Obtaining [AEH77, AF77]. odds [Sub79]. Odeh [Gue79]. one [BOJ78, BOT78, OJ77]. Optimal [BTT78, Bro78, Mon78, NMC78, Wei78].
problem [AFK79, Bro78, LH77, Smi76, Vis78]. problems [Gol78, Gue79, KGS77]. procedure [Kle77, TM78]. procedures [GH78, LH78, Lor79, Wil78]. process [Vis78]. program [VW76].
programming [AF77, Gun79]. programs [GS76]. proportion [Cro79, CM79]. proportions [LN76]. purpose [AF77].
reduces [Joh79]. region [IC78]. regression [BC77, CH78, DW78, Gun79, KGS77, KG77, NW77, RC77, Smi79].
Rejoinder [GKM78]. relations [Nag79]. reliability [GA79].
representation [Geh79]. representations [GA79]. residual [LH77].
randomized [Ode77c]. range [Mos78]. rank [Ode77c, Smi76]. ranked [Che77]. ranking [Kle77]. ranks [CI78, DWB76]. ratio [Sub79]. ratios [PKK77].
reduces [Joh79]. region [IC78]. regression [BC77, CH78, DW78, Gun79, KGS77, KG77, NW77, RC77, Smi79].
minimizes [BC77]. models [Paiz78, Win76, WG78]. moment [DB77].
mortality [GA79]. Moving [Win76]. multiple [Kle77, LH78, Lor79]. multivariate [Joh77, Mon78, TW78].
note [Gue79, Mon78]. Numerically [Pai78].
own [BTT78, Bro78, Mon78, NMC78, Wei78]. Optimization [Rus78, Vis78].
optimum [Gol78, Siv78]. order [DS77, Nag79, PKK77]. oriented [KGS77].
observation [Siv78]. Obtaining [AEH77, AF77]. odds [Sub79]. Odeh [Gue79]. one [BOJ78, BOT78, OJ77]. Optimal [BTT78, Bro78, Mon78, NMC78, Wei78].
problem [AFK79, Bro78, LH77, Smi76, Vis78]. problems [Gol78, Gue79, KGS77]. procedure [Kle77, TM78]. procedures [GH78, LH78, Lor79, Wil78]. process [Vis78]. program [VW76].
programming [AF77, Gun79]. programs [GS76]. proportion [Cro79, CM79]. proportions [LN76]. purpose [AF77].
reduces [Joh79]. region [IC78]. regression [BC77, CH78, DW78, Gun79, KGS77, KG77, NW77, RC77, Smi79].
Rejoinder [GKM78]. relations [Nag79]. reliability [GA79].
representation [Geh79]. representations [GA79]. residual [LH77].


way [AEH77, Ode77a, Ode77b]. Weibull [LCO79]. weighted [NW77]. Whitney [Ury77]. width [Che77]. Wiener [Vis78]. Wilcoxon [Ury77]. Wilks [Gup76]. without [IC78]. Wolfer [WG78].
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